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REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
To the Trustees and Overseers of Bowdoin College
:
I have the honor to submit the following report for the year
1922-23.
Frederick Alton Powers, a Trustee of the College since 1921,
died at his winter home in St. Petersburg, Florida, February 13,
1923, aged sixty-seven years. He was a member of the class of
1875, and served as an Overseer from 1908 to 1921 ; as Overseer
and Trustee he was a member of the most important committees
of the boards. He sat for several years as a Justice of the
Supreme Court of Maine, and both before and after his election
to the bench he was a leader of the bar. He was a generous,
i.ian, intensely loyal to friends and to principles, a wise and
effective counselor, and devoted to the College.
William Gerrish Beale, a Trustee of the College since 1918,
died at his home in Chicago, Illinois, March 3, 1923, aged sixty-
eight years. He was graduated from Bowdoin in 1877, and
served as an Overseer from 191 1 to 1918. He was a very able
lawyer who made for himself a national reputation. In later
years much handicapped by ill health, he maintained to the end
a most lively interest in everything connected with Bowdoin,
and served his Alma Mater well, not only by his gifts but by his
gentle and courteous and delightful personality.
Charles Upham Bell, an Overseer of the College since 1888,
died at his home in Andover, Massachusetts, November 11,
1922, aged seventy-nine years. A graduate of the College in the
class of 1863, he served in the Civil War and then practiced law
in Massachusetts, being for many years a Justice of the Supe-
rior Court. Like Judge Powers and Mr. Beale he had received
from Bowdoin the honorary begree of Doctor of Laws. He
was a distinguished member of a distinguished family, and by
his faithful service of nearly thirty-five years on the Board of
Overseers deserved well of his college.
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Ernest Boyen Young, an Overseer of the College since 1909,
died at his home in Boston, Massachusetts, January 17, 1923,
aged fifty-three years. Graduating from Bowdoin in 1892 and
from the Harvard Medical School in 1896, he practiced med-
icine in Boston with great success for twenty-five years. The
son of the late Stephen J. Young, born in Brunswick, Dr.
Young inherited his love for the College and showed it by an
intelligent interest in her affairs. He brought to the counsels
of the Visiting Committee excellent judgment and rare tact.
By a typographical error in the notice of his death in the
Orient he was termed a "delightful" instead of a "distinguish-
ed" graduate. But the word might well have stood; for few
Bowdoin men have more combined, than did Ernest Young,
charm and ability, sweetness and strength. Like so many
other beloved physicians he was to his patients in their need
like the shadow of a rock in a weary land.
Frank Edward Woodruff, Professor of Greek since 1887,
died suddenly at his home in Brunswick, November 19, 1922,
aged sixty-seven years. In accordance with its usual custom
the College has printed a pamphlet containing the address deliv-
ered in his memory, and other tributes ; this pamphlet goes to all
the alumni and friends of the College with this report. Only
for purposes of record is it meet to record here that Professor
Woodruff, a graduate of the University of Vermont, served on
the Faculty of Bowdoin with great fidelity and ability, and
erected for himself the greatest monument possible to a teacher,
—grateful memories shared by former students in all quarters
of the world.
The toll of death this past year has been particularly heavy.
To those who are charged with the adminstration of the College
the loss of such men as these is very real. All of them knew
the older Bowdoin; all of them were working for the Bowdoin
of today. In the invisible but actual continuity of the College
it is splendid to have had the counsel and services of those who
knew thoroughly the old traditions but who were liberal and
broad-minded in their outlook on the future. The College
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needs on its governing boards those who will hold fast to that
which is good; but also those who are not afraid to prove all
things.
GIFTS FROM APRIL 1, 1922 TO APRIL 1, 1923
Hawthorne Prize, Mrs. Kate Douglas Wiggin Riggs $ 40 oo
President's Loan Fund, Bowdoin Student Loan
Fund 195 23
Forbes Rickard, Jr., Prize, Mrs. Forbes Rickard ... 10 00
Westbrook Alumni Scholarship 75 00
W. M. Payson Bequest for Chimes 4,500 00
Alumni Fund, including gifts of General Education
Board 195,21 1 71
Hugh Pendexter, Library 50 00
James E. Rhodes, 2nd., '97, Library 13 33
W. L. Black, Library 100 00
A. T. Gould, Hyde Hall Construction 50 00
Converse Scholarships 25,000 00
George Taylor Files Professorship, Mrs. Edith D.
Files 10,000 00
Abba Louisa Goold Woolson, Nathan Goold Prize
Fund 2,000 00
Soule Memorial Fund '. 2,000 00
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Prize Fund 1,000 00
D. S. Alexander, Alexander Prize Fund 500 00
$240,745 27
Shortly after Commencement, 1922, the College received word
that it had been remembered in the will of Mr. Edward Har-
ward Blake, of Bangor, with a bequest of $500,000. Mr. Blake
was a non-graduate of the class of 1877 and was at Bowdoin
for one year, 1875-76. There are no restrictions on the use of
the bequest except that the income only shall be used in such a
way as to preserve the memorial nature of the fund. A legal
contest was instituted, but happily dissipated; and there is
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every reason to believe that the bequest will be paid in full some
time during the year 1923. This is the largest single bequest of
money that the College has ever had. In his will Mr. Blake
states that the bequest to Bowdoin is made in memory of his
father William A. Blake, of his mother Frances A. Blake, of
his uncle, Samuel H. Blake of the class of 1827, and of his
brother, William A. Blake of the class of 1873. This munificent
gift, therefore, connects the Blake family of Bangor with the
College for all time.
On July 1, 1922 the Directors of the Bowdoin Alumni Fund
issued a report showing that the grand total of the fund raised
was $658,531.73. To all the contributors to this fund and to the
General Education Board the thanks of the College are most
heartily given.
On April 3, 1923, too late for inclusion in the list of gifts, the
College received from the Beverly Men's Singing Club the sum
of $1,700 as a fund to which later contributions will be added to
endow a scholarship, in honor of the Rev. Joseph McKeen, the
first President of the College, who came from Beverly, Massa-
chusetts, to Brunswick in 1802.
•The College is also very grateful for the gift of sixty choice
etchings and engravings from Mr. Charles A. Cofhn of New
York City. When he was here last Commencement, Mr. Coffin
noticed that our collections were particularly weak in the print
department. His gift is thus of unusual interest and value. A
more extended account will be found in the report of the Di-
rector of the Museum of Fine Arts.
CHANGES IN THE FACULTY
During the past year Professors Catlin and Bell have been
absent on leave all the year; and Professor Hutchins has been
away the second semester. New appointments have included
Morgan B. Cushing, Assistant Professor of Economics; Carl
C. Colby, Instructor in Romance Languages; Albert E.
Southam, Instructor in Mathematics; and Roland H. Cobb, In-
structor in Physical Training. Donald B. MacMillan, who has
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been listed in our Faculty as Professor of Anthropology, on
leave, has resigned in as much as he feels that he will not soon,
if ever, be able to return for active teaching, and that he can
best serve the interests of the College by his explorations and
lectures. This year Mr. Jere Abbott, who has served most ac-
ceptably as Instructor in Physics, will complete his tenure;
Assistant Professor Noel C. Little, who has been studying at
Harvard, will be back next year. The only vacancy in the
Faculty, that in Greek, made by the death of Professor Wood-
ruff, has not yet been filled.
It will be gratifying to the friends of the College to hear that
during the past year more than one member of the present
Faculty has received offers from other institutions at higher
salaries, and it is still more gratifying to know that those offers
have been refused. While it is not possible here to mention
all the work that is being done along the lines of productive
scholarship, it is not perhaps amiss to state that Professor Bur-
nett has an important production in the field of Social Psychol-
ogy ready for the printer; that Professors Copeland and Gross
have published during the past year several articles of import-
ance in Biology ; that Dean Nixon is continuing his translation of
Plautus for the Loeb Library; that Professor Catlin has almost
ready for publication his book on the labor problem ; that Pro-
fessor Bell is at work on a new Life of Palmerston; that Pro-
fessor Elliott is about to publish a book of selections from
English poets for college use, and in addition has written several
literary essays; that Professor Livingston has contributed
several articles in the field of Romance philology and literature
where he is unquestionably regarded as one of the best of the
younger American scholars ; and that Professor Hormell has con-
tinued his publication of matters concerning government and
finance, the most important of which has been his pamphlet on
"The Workings of the Direct Primary in the State of Maine."
I am happy to be able to report that probably never before as
a group has the Faculty of Bowdoin College been engaged in
more productive scholarly work than at the present time.
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THE SIZE OF THE COLLEGE
Undoubtedly the most important, immediate, and pressing
question before us concerns the size of the College.
Last fall when all the Freshmen were registered we had just
about five hundred undergraduates, and all the accommoda-
tions of the College, such as rooms, class-rooms, laboratories,
were taxed to the utmost. Neither in funds, nor in dormi-
tories, nor in class-rooms, nor in instructors, have we facilities
at the present time for more than five hundred students, and
therefore the problem has taken on a very practical aspect.
Until the endowment is very materially increased, until the
Faculty has many additions, and until we have enlarged our
laboratories and class-rooms, it is idle to expect the College to
educate properly more than five hundred students.
So much for the practical side; but there is another side just
as important and that is the determination of what is the con-
tribution that a small college can make, or indeed what is a
small college.
The Faculty is of the opinion that the College has just about
reached its capacity now, and that with the distinct object of
keeping Bowdoin a small college, the number of students should
be limited to about five hundred. If this policy is determined
upon, the more difficult question arises how to make the limita-
tion. Probably for a few years the question will be largely an
academic one, for if we maintain our present standards rigidly
we are not likely to have many more candidates than sufficient
to fill the quota. The Dean in his report calls attention to the
fact that candidates for the degree of B.S. and candidates who
come in with Free Margin credits, do not make such satisfac-
tory students and do not stay in college as long as do the candi-
dates for the degree of A.B.; and he also states that the num-
ber of candidates for the degree of A.B. is sadly diminishing.
Consequently the Faculty hopes that the Boards will take into
serious consideration the advisability of giving preference for
admission to candidates for the degree of A.B.
The Faculty also believes that it would be an admirable plan
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to admit to the number of one hundred, candidates who have
full credits for admission, in order of priority of the reception
of those credits, and then after a certain date the remainder of
the class should be chosen with due regard, not only for
scholastic attainments, but for qualities of character, person-
ality, and of earnest desire for a college education.
THE FUNCTION OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Such a policy as has been outlined in the preceding paragraph
may well be adopted by the College provided that Bowdoin is
to continue to do the kind of work it has been doing in the past.
We need in this country universities and colleges sufficient to
care for all those boys and girls who will in any way profit by
a college education. But a privately endowed institution such
as Bowdoin has a very real and very distinct service to per-
form. We can very properly say that we will take a limited
number of boys and give them the best training in our power;
that we prefer to have boys of New England tradition and
New England stock; and that we feel we can make our best
contribution to the nation by sending each year into the stream
of national life New England boys who have been trained in
New England ways at a New England college. This does not
mean that we should limit all our membership to New England
;
but that we should be content with being predominantly a New
England institution.
THE NEEDS OF THE COLLEGE
A Union, adequately endowed.
A swimming pool.
A new organ for the Chapel.
A new fence with proper gates for the Athletic Field.
A boulevard about the campus.
A fund for concerts.
A publication fund.
Additional book funds for the Library.
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WAR MEMORIAL
The Committee on the War Memorial has been active
throughout the year and will have a report to submit to the
Boards at their annual meeting.
It has been determined that the War Memorial shall take the
form of a Rostrum and shall be built at a cost not to exceed
$40,000. The memorial will be dedicated not only to those sons
of Bowdoin who lost their lives in the Great War, but also to
all who offered their services. It is hoped that a model of the
Rostrum prepared by the college architects, Messrs. McKim,
Mead & White, of New York City, will be on exhibition at
Commencement.
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
As preachers at Sunday afternoon chapel services this year
we have had Rev. T. E. Ashby and Rev. A. A. Callaghan, of
Brunswick; Rev. J. F. Albion, D.D., the Very Rev. E. R. Laine,
and the Rev. A. C. Goddard, of Portland; President C. C. Little,
of the University of Maine; President C. D. Gray, of Bates Col-
lege; the Rev. C. N. Arbuckle, of Newton Centre; the Rev. W.
L. Sperry, Dean of the Harvard Divinity School ; Bishop C. L.
Slattery, of Boston ; the Rev. C. Morton Sills, D.D. ; and Fred-
erick Libby, of the Class of 1894. The other Sunday addresses
have been given by the President, thirteen times, and by other
members of the Faculty. Special services included the memorial
service for Professor Woodruff, and a musical service, Palm
Sunday, when the College Choir augmented by members of the
Glee Club rendered several chorals and anthems.
During the months of February and March a series of re-
ligious forums under the auspices of the Christian Association
of the College was held in some of the fraternity houses, Sun-
day evenings, conducted by various members of the Faculty.
These meetings aroused a good deal of interest and discussion
concerning religious topics. In May the Rev. A. H. Gray, of
Glasgow, Scotland, conducted two meetings for undergraduates
under the auspices of the Christian Association, on current re-
ligious and social problems.




















The College makes every effort to have a certain number of
interesting lectures during the year, mairily for the undergrad-
uates, but also for the members of the community. This year
several of these lectures have been held on Sunday evenings,
and in as much as very few of the churches of the town now
hold evening services, and the College is careful to avoid con-
flicts, it has been an interesting and successful experiment es-
pecially since the lectures have been of an educational nature.
Among those who have been at the College during the past year
are Walter Griffin, artist; Hugh Walpole, novelist; Edward P.
Mitchell '71, journalist; Donald B. MacMillan '98, explorer;
Thomas Mott Osborn, prison reformer; Signora Agresti, of
Rome, niece of the Rosettis; Miss Beatty, journalist, who spoke
of Russia; Dr. Vincent Ravi-Booth, who lectured on Dante;
James P. Webber 'oo, of Exeter, who gave one of his delightful
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readings ; and the eight leeturers who appeared before the Insti-
tute of Modern History.
INSTITUTE OF MODERN HISTORY
From April 16th to 28th, inclusive, the College conducted an
Institute of Modern History consisting of a series of lectures
and conferences given by some of the most eminent authorities
now living, on the general subject of international relations.
The list follows
:
Monday, April 16, 8.15 p. m. Professor Alfred F. Pribram of
the University of Vienna : "Foreign Policy of Austria and Ger-
many from 1908 to 1914."
Tuesday, April 7, 8.15 p. M. Professor Pribram: "Diplomacy
of Austria and Germany During the War."
Thursday, April 19, 8.15 p. m. Professor William L. W^ester-
mann of Cornell University : "Nationalism in the Near East."
Saturday, April 21, 2.30 p. m. Mr. K. P. Tsolainos, former
Secretary of Premier Venizelos of Greece : "Greece and the
Near East."
Saturday, April 21, 8.15 p. m. Professor Westermann : "Tur-
key from the Treaty of Sevres to the Conference of Lausanne."
Sunday, April 22, 8.15 p. m. Professor Robert PI. Lord of
Harvard University : "Poland and the Versailles Conference."
Monday, April 23, 8.15 p. m. Honorable Henry Morgenthau,
former Ambassador to Turkey : "Turkey and European Diplo-
macy Since the War."
Tuesday, April 24, 8.15 p. m. Professor Lord: "Poland Since
the Versailles Conference."
Wednesday, April 25, 2.30 p. m. Doctor Isaiah Bowman,
Director American Geographical Society : "The Balkans."
Thursday, April 26, 8.15 p. m. Professor Charles Seymour of
Yale University : "The Disintegration of Austria-Hungary."
Friday, April 27, 8.15 p. m. Doctor Bowman: "The Moham:
medan World."
Saturday, April 28, 2.30 p. m. Professor Seymour: "The
Adriatic Problem."
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Saturday, April 28, 8.15 p. m. Professor Manley O. Hudson
of Harvard University: 'The United States and World Politics
of Today."
All these lectures were open to the public, and the attendance
throughout the Institute was most gratifying, many coming
from Portland, Lewiston, Bath, and Augusta, as well as from
Brunswick and vicinity. The number of students who showed
their appreciation of such an opportunity was very large indeed.
T have never known any enterprise conducted by the College
to meet with more hearty response from the undergraduates. It
was, however, somewhat discouraging to note how few of the
alumni invited, were present. Any athletic event will draw
crowds of graduates to Brunswick; but very few seem to take
interest in the literary or intellectual activities, or at least to
support such enterprises by their presence. Amherst College
has recently adopted a scheme whereby it hopes to keep the
graduates of the college still interested in educational and in-
tellectual matters, by sending out material and lectures and sug-
gested readings. It is doubtful, however, if such an experi-
ment would be in any way practicable, particularly when it is
remembered how very little interest the average graduate takes
in the intellectual life of the Collge.
The most effective part of the Institute was, in my judgment,
the conferences conducted for the undergraduates alone. Each
lecturer the day after his lecture met in a room in the Library
a group of twenty interested undergraduates and answered their
questions and explained the obscure points of his lecture.
Everyone of our visitors took pains to tell me how alert and in-
telligent the undergraduates in these conferences were. It was
an interesting experiment in education, for no member of the
Faculty was present at these conferences, no attendance was
taken. The result was even more satisfactory than we had
dared to hope. There was noticeable throughout the College a
very real awakening of interest, not only in the problems of
contemporary politics and international relations, but in many
other intellectual subjects as well.
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The Institute was in every way successful. In the first place,
it attracted nation-wide comment brought out by the very gen-
erous letter from President Harding.* In the second place, it
was an interesting and novel experiment in education; and, in
the third place, it dealt with matters of very vital concern.
With the exception of Professor Pribram, of the University of
Vienna, who is probably as great an authority on modern his-
tory as there is now living and who had very exceptional op-
portunity to examine the Austrian official archives, every one
of the lecturers had himself been at the Paris Peace Conference
and occupied a position of importance there. I hope very much
that it will be possible for the College to repeat this experiment
in future years. In certain departments such as those of
government, economics, and literature, an institute conducted
on the same lines as those that we have followed this year,
would be bound to be interesting and effective. In 1925 the
College will celebrate the one hundredth anniversary of the
graduation of the class that included Longfellow and Haw-
thorne. I can think of no more appropriate way to honor such
an event than by holding an Institute of Literature; and I
trust that the governing boards will make provision for such an
enterprise.
CHANGES IN FACULTY REGULATIONS
The College Laws provide that the President shall annually
report to the Boards for their approval all regulations adopted
by the Faculty since their last annual meeting.
The Faculty has voted that henceforth degrees with distinc-
tion, and honors in major subjects, be recorded on the diploma
in Latin.
The Faculty has also made several of the courses now listed
in the catalogue as semester courses, into year courses, the
final standing of the student to be computed at the close of the
academic year. -This regulation is in line with the tendency that
* See Appendix B.
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now seems happily to be growing in our colleges, to extend the
unit of accomplishment and to regard the degree, not as the
accumulation of a large number of piecemeal credits, but as the
sign of a few subjects thoroughly studied.
CHARTER AND GOVERNMENT OF THE COLLEGE
In certain quarters there has been of late years some dis-
cussion by the alumni as to the Charter of the College and the
system of government.
The report of the Committee of the Alumni Council on these
matters is so valuable that I have deemed it wise to include it
as Appendix A of this report.
CONCLUSION
The life of the undergraduates during the past year has been
in almost every way thoroughly sound. We have had very few
cases of formal discipline to deal with, and through the increas-
ing influence of the Student Council the students are more and
more meeting their responsibility for the conduct of their own
affairs. Statistics do not show a very great improvement in
scholarship over last year. There are nevertheless many en-
couraging signs that the intellectual life of the College is much
more vigorous than it has been for many years past. The Class
of '68 senior prize speaking exhibition was of unusual excel-
lence. The Quill is being fast restored to a position of real use-
fulness in the literary life of the College. The Institute of
Modern History proved that the undergraduates were thoroughly
alive to questions of the day. Attendance at other lectures and
at concerts has been gratifying. Best of all, perhaps, there are
on the campus a few scattered groups of undergraduates who
on their own initiative meet for the discussion of literary or
political matters. All these things, together with a good record
in athletics, during the past year, and a fine record of accom-
plishment on the part of the Student Council, have made the year
just closing a very happy one. There are always things to be
16
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improved, and in a college with ancient traditions, it is peculiarly
easy to get into a mood of complacency; but it is only fair to
the alumni and friends of the College to state with all possible
emphasis that the present undergraduate body at Bowdoin Col-
lege is remarkably fine and gives us good reason to be hopeful
of the future.
Respectfully submitted,
Kenneth C. M. Sills.
May 17, 1923. .
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APPENDIX A
Report on the Charter and Government of the College
February 9, 1923.
To the Alumni Council:
Your Committee was appointed November 4, 1922, with
instructions to report at this meeting its recommendations rela-
tive to amendments to the Charter of Bowdoin College.
The action of the Council in this regard seems to have been
prompted by current suggestions of various alumni that the
form of government of the college as prescribed by its charter
is somewhat antiquated, that two boards are unnecessary and
undesirable, that the self-perpetuating feature of the boards
should be so changed that the alumni may elect all or part of
the members of the boards, that such election should be for a
term of years rather than for life, and that meetings of the
college government should be held oftener than once a year in
order that it may function directly rather than through commit-
tees.
The Committee has given deliberate consideration to the
matter referred to it. We have carefully studied the charter of
the college, examined the Act of Separation, the Constitution
of the State of Maine and the court decisions relative to amend-
ments to the college charter. The views of representative
alumni, overseers and members of the faculty have been sought.
Charters of many of our American colleges have been examined
with special reference to the history of amendments of the
nature under consideration by the Committee. We have pur-
sued such other studies and lines of inquiry as seemed likely to
lead to conclusions sound in law, practical in application and of
the greatest value to the college.
Pertinent facts ascertained by your Committee, conclusions
of law in the premises and recommendations in pursuance of




By an Act approved June 24, 1794, the General Court of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts established a college in the
Town of Brunswick, in the District of Maine, to be known as
Bowdoin College, "to be under the Government and Regulation
of two certain bodies, politic and corporate/' as in said Act
provided. Certain persons named together with the President
and Treasurer of the college, from time to time, were created
a body politic and corporate by the name of the President and
Trustees of Bowdoin College. Upon the President and
Trustees was conferred the power, inter alia, of removing any
Trustee for neglect, refusal or incapacity to perform his duties
;
and of filling all vacancies in the corporation. The number of
Trustees was to be not less than seven nor more than thirteen.
This corporation was given the power to hold and take in fee
or less estate real or personal property, the clear income of
which should not exceed 16,000 pounds per annum.
Having thus apparently established a corporation with broad
and specific powers, the General Court in and by the same Act
proceeded to put a check upon these powers by setting up
another body politic and corporate by the name of the Over-
seers of Bowdoin College, with power to remove any overseer
for neglect, refusal or incapacity to perform his duties, and
with power to fill all vacancies in their number. ' This Board
was to consist of not less than twenty-five nor more than forty-
five. The Act expressly provides that no act of the first cor-
poration, except of a nature with which we are not here con-
cerned, shall have any force, validity of effect until agreed to
by the second corporation.
Thus we have created in this one Act of the General Court
two separate corporations, each with self-perpetuating powers,
having each its own officers, its own seal, its separate and
distinct functions. In the Trustees is vested the property of
the college, the choice of professors and instructors, the fixing
of salaries of officers, the erection and repair of college build-
ings, the establishment of rules for the government of the col-
lege, and the conferring of degrees ; while in the Overseers is
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vested the power to render ineffective any vote of the Trustees
in the exercise of any of these powers by simply disagreeing to
any such vote. Upon the Overseers is further conferred certain
functional powers with which we need not here concern our-
selves. By the language of the Act the Board of Overseers is
established as a supervising body, "more effectually to provide
for the wise and regular Government of the said College, and
for the prudent administration of the funds belonging to it."
It should be particularly noted that while the Board of Trustees
is given the power of removal of any of its members for cause,
and the power of filling all vacancies in its numbers, neither
of these powers can be exercised without the concurrence of
the Board of Overseers; while on the other hand the Board of
Overseers is given the untrammeled authority to remove its
members for causes specified, and to fill vacancies in its num-
bers. Members of both corporations are elected for life.
In and by the charter of Bowdoin College it is provided, that
the legislature of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts "may
grant any further powers to, or alter, limit, annul or restrain
any of the powers by this Act vested in the said Corporation as
shall be judged necessary to promote the best interests of the
said College.
"
In 1820 Maine was admitted to the Union. By an Act ap-
proved June 19, 1819, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
made provision for the separation from the Commonwealth of
the District of Maine, to become a separate and independent
state.
In and by this Act of Separation it was provided, in sub-
stance, that the President and, Trustees and the Overseers of
Bowdoin College shall have, hold and enjoy their powers and
privileges in all respects; so that the same shall not be subject
to be altered, limited, annulled or restrained except by judicial
process, according to the principles of law. The Act of Separa-
tion further provided that the terms and conditions therein set
forth should be incorporated into, and become and be a part of
any Constitution of the State of Maine, "subject, however, to
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be modified, or annulled by the agreement of the legislatures
of both the said States; but by no other power or body what-
soever."
The Constitution of the State of Maine incorporated the pro-
visions of the Act of Separation. It also contained a provision
to the effect that no donation, grant or endowment should at any
time be made by the legislature to any literary institution then
or thereafter established, unless the legislature shall at the time
have the right to alter, limit or restrain any of the powers
vested in any such institution, as shall be judged necessary to
promote the best 'interests thereof.
But one amendment of the charter of Bowdoin College has
been consummated. By an Act of the State of Maine, approved
in 1891, all provisions of law limiting the amount of property
which the President and Trustees may hold or the amount of
income which they may receive were repealed. A simular act
was passed by Massachusetts. Both of these acts were passed
upon the petition of the President and Trustees, and both acts
were accepted by the two governing boards of the college.
This charter of Bowdoin College is unique in several particu-
lars. At the outset we are met by the peculiar requirement
that any amendment to the charter must be approved by the
Board of Trustees, the Board of Overseers, both Houses of the
Legislature of the State of Maine, the Governor of that State,
both houses of the Legislature of Massachusetts and the Gov-
ernor of that Commonwealth. To run such a gamut in these
days, no real friend of the college conversant with the pitfalls of
the way will propose any amendment until he is satisfied from a
searching investigation that a change in the charter is extremely
desirable, that the particular change desired is likely to be
obtained without too greatly hazarding valuable rights, and
that the amendment once secured will beyond question be con-
stitutional, and will really secure to the college the benefit
desired.
It becomes necessary, then, to review briefly the history of
one abortive attempt to change the fundamental fabric of the
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college charter. In 1820 Bowdoin College was in desperate need
of funds. Under the provisions of the Constitution of Maine
above recited, no state aid could be given the deserving institu-
tion unless the state were given the right at all times thereafter
to alter, limit or restrain at will the powers vested in the college
by its charter. Bowdoin College had derived its powers from
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and those powers the
State of Maine could not alter, limit or restrain withont reme-
dial legislation and the consent of Massachusetts and of the col-
lege. Driven by the seeming necessity for state aid, the two
college boards passed a vote intended to vest in the Legislature
of Maine the right to enlarge, alter, limit or restrain the in-
valuable charter powers conferred upon the college by the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts. Thereafter the legislatures of
both Massachusetts and Maine passed resolves in accordance
with the vote of the college boards, and Bowdoin College seem-
ingly became an object of State patronage, a football of pol-
itics. The Legislature of Maine immediately undertook to in-
crease the number of Trustees and of Overseers, putting repre-
sentatives of the State on both Boards. Some years later Pres-
ident Allen seems to have become unpopular and the Maine
Legislature proceeded forthwith to railroad him out of office
by making the office of President annually elective, upon a re-
quired two-thirds vote of the boards.
Thereupon, in an action at law to recover salary and diploma
fees, President Allen sued the college Treasurer. The case of
Allen v. McKeen, 1 Sumner (U.S.) 265, is historic. It is Bow-
doin's Dartmouth College case. But for Judge Story's far-
reaching opinion, the history of Bowdoin College might well
have been as a tale that is told. It is well nigh inconceivable that
Bowdoin College could have attained its present honorable
stand among the institutions of learning in this country, had
not the designs of the Maine Legislature been thwarted by
this decision. Judge Story found for the plaintiff, and awarded
the diploma fees to President Allen.
It may be that the case is authoritative of no other point, and
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that all else in the opinion is but obiter dicta. But the outstand-
ing fact today is that Judge Story proceeded to declare that all
acts of the State of Maine in legislating in regard to the
charter of Bowdoin College were unconstitutional and void;
that, despite the apparent willingness of the two boards to
barter away their birthright, the high prerogative originally
conferred upon the Trustees and Overseers of electing their
own successors and perpetuating their own organizations had
not been taken from them to be vested in the State Legislature.
We may cavil at the reasoning of Judge Story, and as lawyers
we may sympathize with the keen criticisms made of his con-
clusions. We may well admit that much of his long opinion is
dicta; but no Bowdoin man of this or any other generation can
but confess a deep and abiding obligation to the fearless and
honest Judge who on that occasion stood between our beloved
college and its threatened destruction. No graduate of Bow-
doin College has a right today to talk lightly of amending its
charter, no friend of the college will urge a basic change in the
fundamental framework of its government, without reading the
case of Allen v. McKeen, and weighing the advantages of the
proposed amendment against the grave possibilities of irrepar-
able damage which may result to the college from inviting two
state legislatures to concern themselves regarding the make-up
of our governing boards.
Judge Story expressed the view that it is morally impossible
for the Legislature of Maine, even with the consent of Massa-
chusetts and of both boards of the college, to change the con-
stitution of the Board of Trustees and the Board of Overseers
by the addition of members not chosen by those boards them-
selves. He based this contention on the ground that the leg-
islatures and the boards are not the only parties in interest upon
such constitutional questions, but that the people haye a deep
and vested interest in the matter, and no private arrangement
between the college boards and the legislatures can supersede
them.
Your Committee would not be understood as having reached
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a conclusion that an amendment to the charter of the college
effecting a change in the method of electing, and in the tenure
of office of, the members of the governing boards could not be
obtained, or that such an amendment would be unconstitutional;
but we are firmly of the opinion that no wise and helpful de-
cision on the matter of charter amendment can be reached with-
out a careful examination of the facts and of the law sur-
rounding the one abortive attempt to amend our charter.
In this connection, and before entering into a consideration
of the merit of the various suggestions which have come to our
attention in the course of our study, it would seem wise to avail
ourselves of the laber and counsel of another committee, ap-
pointed like our own to recommend action relative to amending
the charter of Bowdoin College. The subject is not new and
agitation for amendment is not characteristic of this period
alone. More than a generation ago a committee, such as ours,
recorded a long-continued and persistant effort on the part of
some of the alumni to obtain a more direct interest in the col-
lege affairs by securing such an amendment to the charter as
would insure their direct participation in the election of Over-
seers. As a result of the activity of the Bowdoin Alumni
Association of Boston, the matter of charter amendment was
seriously considered by the Trustees and Overseers, and in 1887
the Board of Overseers appointed a committee of its members
to consider the proposed changes.
The plan as thus presented by the Boston Alumni Associa-
tion and reported on by the committee of Overseers in 1888
looked to the amendment of the charter by the concurrent action
of the Legislatures of Maine and Massachusetts and the accep-
tance of such amendment by the Trustees and Overseers. The
one object sought by the plan was to enable the alumni to
participate directly in the election of Overseers. In a
painstaking and well-considered report, now available at the
Library, the committee of Overseers outlines the history of the
charter, sets forth its important provisions, reviews the earlier
attempt to amend the instrument, metes out high praise to
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Judge Story for his life-saving decision, points out that by a
Gentlemen's Agreement the alumni for long have enjoyed the
privilege of nominating candidates for the Board of Overseers,
and proceeds to list those who have been elected upon such nom-
ination. The unanimous conclusion of that committee of Over-
seers was against any such amendment as proposed.
Your Committee has been interested also in observing the
working out of this problem in other colleges. Eighteen rep-
resentative institutions were selected, and an examination was
made of the provisions of their charters relative to the consti-
tution and election of the governing boards, with particular
reference to the changes brought about therein through amend-
ments.
From this study, based on facts compiled in 1910, it would
seem that there has been a growing tendency to authorize the
election by the alumni of a portion of the governing board, if
only one, or one of the two governing boards. Of the eighteen
college charters examined, as amended, nine had provisions for
election by alumni of certain members of one board, and nine
had no such provision. Candor compels the observation that in
the majority of instances in the cases studied by the Committee
the change to election by the alumni was adopted by those col-
leges in which the election had previously been vested in the
state legislature or in some body outside of the governing
board. No college with a bicameral form of government was
noted whose charter, original or amended, provided for the
election by the alumni of members of both boards.
Coming at length to a direct consideration of the suggestions
for amendments to the ancient charter of Bowdoin College,
the more important ones will be discussed seriatim
:
1. Is it desirable that a single governing board be substi-
tuted for the present bicameral system?
Your Committee is prone to dismiss this suggestion in few
words. So rich in tradition, so fruitful of good, and so com-
mendable in action through the years, the system should not be
disturbed except for the weightiest reasons. No arguments
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which have come to our attention merit serious consideration.
2. Should the Trustees of the college be elected or nomi-
nated by the alumni?
As has been stated, no case has come to the attention of your
Committee in which the alumni held the right to nominate or
elect members of both boards of the college government. Nor
is it believed that when there are two separate and distinct
governing bodies, one designed as supervisory of the other, with
practically a veto power on all acts of the other, there is any-
thing to be gained by having the membership of both bodies de-
pendent upon the votes of the alumni. A small, select and self-
perpctuating body, such as our Board of Trustees, has much to
commend it when found as an integral part of a system ot
government of long standing. The consensus of opinion of the
alumni would doubtless be that of the two boards the alumni
should have a voice in the selection of Overseers rather than of
Trustees, if the choice is to be limited to one board. And one
other, aspect of the matter deserves to be given weight. Under
the present system at Bowdoin, while the Trustees elect their
own members, the unanimous choice of the Trustees for a cer-
tain candidate is rendered absolutely nugatory by the failure of
the Overseers to concur in the election. The popular branch of
the college government, then, most of whose members were
nominated by the alumni, in a very real sense controls the elec-
tion of Trustees. Your Committee feels that with the alumni
taking full advantage of the granted power to nominated one-
half of the Overseers, and with somewhat closer correlation of
the functionings of the Trustees, the general Alumni Associa-
tion and the Alumni Council, no occasion should arise to render
it mandatory to change the charter method or electing Trustees.
3. Is is advisable that all the Overseers be chosen by the
alumni ?
This question is intentionally so framed as to defer for a
moment the discussion of the wisdom of amending the charter
to confer the power of election of Overseers upon the alumni.
Here we concern ourselves only with the question of whether
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the choice of Overseers should lie wholly with the alumni, or in
part with the Board of Overseers itself.
It is argued that with two separate governing bodies, if the
Board of Trustees is to continue to elect its own members, the
more popular board should be directly responsible to the alumni,
and that its members should be chosen entirely by the alumni.
The argument is far from lacking in merit. The scheme seems
democratic, and on its face would appear to hold promise of
good results.
On this question, however, as on several others, your Com-
mittee has found it necessary to give prominence to the fact that
serious issues are involved which would not need to be weighed
were we considering the framework of government of an insti-
tution yet to be established. Concede that all of us would favor
a Board of Overseers elected entirely by the alumni, were we
called upon to draft a charter for a new college ; must it follow
that we should break with the old at Bowdoin? We have not
heard it urged seriously that by and large the Overseers of
Bowdoin who have held office as a result of the deliberate
choice of the Board of Overseers have failed by much to meas-
ure up in loyalty or in works to those elected as a result of the
indicated choice of the alumni. We are reminded that of the
many college charters examined only one was found which left
to the alumni alone the choice of all the Overseers. Even this
instance occurred as a result of the separation of the college
and the state, the alumni simply taking the place of the state
legislature. In all other cases, this right wherever conferred
upon the alumni was limited to the election of one group out of
several, the remaining members of the board being elected by
the board itself.
Nor is the reason far to seek. Given a good Board of Over-
seers, no other group of men should be better fitted to know
the persons qualified to serve the college as Overseers. A com-
paratively small group of men, charged with the serious duty
of guarding the interests of the college, in close contact with
its affairs, intimately acquainted with its problems and its needs,
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may certainly be expected to exercise as wise a choice of asso-
ciates in the work as the great body of alumni, unorganized,
scattered, and to an appalling degree unconcerned in the prob-
lems of the college. Your Committee then is of the opinion
that the Board of Overseers itself should continue to select at
least part of the members of its Board.
4. Should the Charter be so amended as to permit the alumni
to elect Overseers?
For more than fifty years the Board of Overseers of Bow-
doin College has asked the earnest co-operation of the alumni
in the selection of Overseers. In 1870, by vote of the Board of
Overseers, alumni of the College of three years standing were
requested to nominate for one-half the vacancies to be filled.
By 1888 fully one-third of the forty-two members of the Board
were elected upon such nomination. In 1889 the present Plan
for Nominating Overseers was adopted by the Alumni Associa-
tion with the approval of the Board of Overseers, and has since
met with the unqualified co-operation of the Board of Over-
seers. The alumni, by this Gentlemen's Agreement, have the
right to nominate for one-half of the vacancies in the Board.
It is now urged that the alumni as a matter of right should
control the election of at least a group of the Overseers; that
the right by courtesy to nominate is not sufficient. We do not
understand that it is suggested that the Board of Overseers does
not with fairness elect the nominees of the alumni, but rather
that as a matter of right the franchise itself should rest with
the alumni.
Your Committee is in full sympathy with the idea of alumni
control of election, and believes that in the alumni should be
vested the power to elect a group of the Board of Overseers.
Your Committee cannot believe that this power should be sought
at too great sacrifice, and it is of the opinion that an attempt
to secure an amendment to our charter simply to obtain this
right for the alumni is surrounded with too many dangers to
warrant its being made.
The committee of Overseers in its report in 1888 on this same
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proposal, reference to which has already been made, expressed
the opinion that any act of the legislature so amending our
charter as to confer upon the alumni the power to fill vacancies
in the Board of Trustees would be unconstitutional and void.
Regardless of what Judge Story held in the case of Allen v.
McKeen, all will concede that he expressed the opinion plainly
and vigorously that the legislatures were without the power,
even with the consent of the two boards, so to modify our
charter. Bowdoin College was once saved from destruction at
the hands of the Maine Legislature by the decision of Judge
Story. Shall we hazard another try? Surely not, unless and
until the time comes when the evil endured seems greater than
the danger incurred in seeking to remove that evil. And such
we cannot believe is the situation today in regard to the election
of Overseers for Bowdoin College.
All fair-minded graduates of the college must admit that after
all the real question at issue is whether by the present method
we are securing for Overseers as competent, zealous and repre-
sentative men as could be secured by direct election by • the
alumni. All fair-minded graduates of the college should con-
cede that if the present method yields or can be made to yield
as good results to the college as would the direct election
method, no chance whatever ought to be taken by seeking a
change at the hands of two legislatures.
Your Committee after mature deliberation is of the opinion
that a plan can be worked out which will insure most of the
benefits of an amendment without the hazards of applying to
the two state legislatures. In this connection it is necessary to
examine briefly the extent to which the alumni in general now
interest themselves in the matter of selecting Overseers. In-
quiry shows that in each of the thirty-three years during which
the present plan has been in force the Nominating Committee
consisting of five alumni has been obliged to add names to the
eligible list of candidates for whom the alumni may cast their
ballots to indicate their choice of Overseers; it has rarely hap-
pened that more than one person has received the twenty-five
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votes required to put his name on the eligible list; there has
never been an instance when more persons received the re-
quired twenty-five votes than were needed to make up the
eligible list; not only has the Board of Overseers jealously
guarded the rights of the alumni under the Gentlemen's Agree-
ment by electing as Overseers for one-half the vacancies those
receiving the requisite number of alumni votes, but the Board
has customarily elected its own quota from among the remain-
ing number voted for by the alumni. Approximately thirty per
cent, only of the alumni now participate in the nomination of
Overseers.
From the foregoing facts, gleaned from official sources, may
it not perhaps be true that the feeling of the alumni that they
are not given a proper voice in the affairs of the college may
well be explained by the fact that they are not making the most
of the honorable and generous request of the Overseers that
the alumni assist in selecting proper men for the Board? Should
not the present system be so revamped as to secure further in-
terest and greater participation on the part of the alumni ?
It is thought by your Committee that much of the apparent
dissatisfaction arises among the alumni because of the fact
that the present plan of nomination does not always result in
the selection of men representing the real choice of the grad-
uate body. It is not altogether an answer to say that less than
one-third of the alumni take the trouble to vote. The real
truth of the matter seems to be that the plan is defective in that
it presents no method of crystalizing the sentiment of the
alumni. Solicitation of votes for a particular candidate is
properly deprecated. The result is that the independent grad-
uate is helpless; he feels his vote will count for nothing, since
he has no way of knowing how others will vote ; and there
follows a decided lack of interest in general. It is believed that
with the co-operation of the Alumni Associations in different
parts of the country, now happily better organized and in closer
touch with the college than in the past, a plan may be devised
which will avoid the reprehensible features of personal solicita-
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tion for votes and yet serve to focus the nominating* votes of
the alumni on desirable men for the office of Overseer.
5. Is is advisable that Overseers be elected for a term of
years rather than for life?
Your Committee is of the opinion that much is to be gained
by electing at least some of the Overseers for a period of years.
If our conclusion that only a portion of the Overseers should
be selected by the alumni finds favor, the Overseers selected by
the alumni might well be elected for a term of six years, or
be elected for a life tenure under a Gentlemen's Agreement
that they resign at the end of six years and be considered in-
eligible for nomination by the alumni for at least two years.
This would leave the Overseers free to elect such retiring Over-
seer, if so desired. The practice of selecting Alumni Overseers
for a period of years rather than for life is quite general. It
is to be commended on the ground of bringing into an official
relation to the college a larger number of alumni than would
otherwise be done.
6. Should the governing Boards meet more frequently than
once a year?
The criticism which prompts this question is directed towards
the practice of the Boards of meeting only during Commence-
ment Week and of conducting their business in the interim
through committees. Specific instances in which this practice
has worked to the detriment of the college have not been called
to our attention, nor have we been able to convince ourselves
that the matter is one over which the Alumni Council need be
much concerned.
Our report is long, but we have felt that to be helpful to the
Council it must contain the facts upon which our conclusions
are based.
We conclude with the following specific recommendations:
I. That the Alumni Council record itself as opposed to any
present attempt to amend the charter of the college.
II. That no change be sought looking to the designation of
all of the Board of Overseers by the alumni.
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III. If the foregoing recommendations are adopted, then
we recommend that the present Committee be continued, or that
a new Committee be appointed, to present a plan at the next
meeting of the Alumni Council looking to such modification of
the present working agreement between the Board of Over-
seers and the General Alumni Association as will tend to create
more active participation on the part of the alumni in the selec-
tion of part of the Overseers and result in a tenure of office on
the part of the Overseers so chosen for a term of years rather
than for life, and looking also to the adoption of a working
arrangement which will tend towards the selection of Trustees
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The White House, Washington.
March i, 1923.
My dear Doctor Sills:
I wish T had the time and opportunity to make something
more than a perfunctory acknowledgment of your invitation of
February twenty- fourth.
I am deeply interested in your plans to hold at Bowdoin an
Institute of Modern History. I think you are inaugurating a
fine piece of work, and wish I could be among those privileged
to participate with you ; which I am sorry to say is not possible.
There is need of a vast deal of this kind of work on the part of
educational institutions, and learned societies, not only of this
country, but of the world. I remember when I was a very
young man hearing a political orator, in a particularly fervid
period, announce that "the whole history of the past must be
changed." A good deal of fun was poked at this proposal, and
I was among those who indulged more or less humor in connec-
tion with it. Yet, since the World War, I have sometimes won-
dered whether the orator was so hopelessly wrong as to justify
all the hilarity. Certainly our point of view regarding modern
history has been shifted greatly by the events of the last decade.
To fit into our histories, the story of the years from 1914 down
to this time, is requiring the most painstaking, thoughtful and
analytical consideration of all the course and processes of
modern history. For one thing, it seems very clear to me that
henceforward the teaching of history will have to be conducted,
if it. is conducted wisely, on quite different lines than have
marked it in the past. There has been too much disposition
among both the writers and students of history to deal with the
different nations of the western world, as it were, in separate
compartments; to assume that one may study and understand
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the history of one nation without particularly devoting" himself
to the relations of that particular nation to the others. Un-
doubtedly, we shall from this time forward have a much more
adequate conception of the essential unity of the whole story of
mankind ; and a keener realization of the fact that all its factors
must be weighed and appraised if any of them are to be ac-
curately estimated and understood. I feel strongly that such a
broader view of history, if it can be planted in the commun-
ity's mind of the future through the efforts of educators and
writers, will contribute greatly to uphold the hands and
strengthen the efforts of those who will have to deal with the
great problem of human destiny, particularly with that of pre-
serving peace and outlawing war.
Tt is because I entertain these views, that I am so glad to
know of what you are undertaking at Bowdoin. I have felt
that the work of the Institute of Politics, at Williams College,
has represented one phase of a very useful service in the direc-
tion of illuminating current problems ; and I feel that your plan
for an Institute of Modern History at Bowdoin represents an-
other phase, just as useful and desirable, in behalf of a broader
conception of the tremendous task that the race confronts. It
is everlastingly true that on the whole the best guide to the
future is to be found in a proper understanding of the lessons
of the past. If some of its lessons have been misunderstood, as
I think we all feel nowadays some of them have been, it is
peculiarly necessary in times like these that every effort be
made to correct whatever misapprehensions may have arisen.
I recall the great interest and even enthusiasm with which I
discovered the work of Ferrero on Roman History, because it
gave a new means and furnished new applications of so many
of the lessons of Old Rome. I venture that in the light of the
last decade's tremendous events, there is now the possibility of
a reshaping of our attitude toward modern history through such
inspirations as you are seeking at Bowdoin, that may ultimately
have as great an effect upon our views of modern times as
Ferrero's work had upon our attitude toward the story of the
Roman Empire.
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I do not believe it is a contradiction of what I have already
said about the essential unity of all history to add that in our
own country it seems to me there is altogether too little knowl-
edge of our national story, too little interest in and serious study
of it. One has many times seen the high school student who
had completed his studies in an intermediate text book on
American History promptly close the volume with the an-
nouncement that "he knew about history." I fear that cheerful
attitude is not by any means confined to students of high school
age. The business of living and of making a living so largely
consumes the energies of most people that they find it ail too
easy to close the volumes which ought to be kept open to them.
I am sure that the work you are undertaking at Bowdoin will
be an encouragement to such an attitude toward the study and
analysis of history; and so I am sending my congratulations on
the programme you have undertaken.
Most sincerely yours,
Warren G. Harding.
REPORT OF THE DEAN
To the President of Bowdoin College:
I wish in my report this year to dwell particularly upon cer-
tain matters, long more or less matters of opinion, but now seen
to be statistically supported facts. They are facts which ap-
parently should guide us in admitting men to this college, and
facts, therefore, which bear very directly upon the question of
limiting our numbers. Whatever the Governing Boards may
decide, whether to limit the College to four hundred men, five
hundred men, or not at all, there is one principle to which I
think all Bowdoin men would adhere—that, ideally, we should
admit only Freshmen who are intellectually and temperament-
ally qualified to continue their course and graduate.
Tables II, III, and IV, showing the comparative enrollment,
standing, and staying power of the A.B. and B.S. students dur-
ing the past few years, deserve renewed attention. It is a
striking fact that Bowdoin's growth in the last decade, and
especially in the last two years, is due to the admission or more
and more B.S. men. It is also a disconcerting fact. Only 45%
of our BS. men complete their course, whereas 80% of our A.B.
men become Bowdoin alumni. Naturally, there are many of
our B.S. men, who, despite their preparatory smatterings, do
"make good." But the testimony from schools, as well as from
other colleges, is that a distinctly inferior grade of students
enters for the B.S. degree. So unless a far better "Science
Course'' and "English Course" are to be given in the schools, or
unless a far better grade of schoolboys is to take those courses,
or unless we do something about it, we are apparently com-
mitted to admitting an increasingly large proportion of Fresh-
men, who, having dodged the school "College Course," because
it was comparatively hard, manage to get into college, but lack
either the inherited or developed stamina of mind to stay there.
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Tables XIII and XIV, also, give interesting information re-
garding the staying power of students who do not enter with
our regular points exclusively, but offer certain "Free Margin"
subjects for admission. Students were first admitted to Bow-
doin, with no more than two of these "Free Margin" points,
only after long debate and with a very general conviction on
the part of the Faculty that the college preparatory value of
such subjects was small. The figures now shown prove that
this conviction was well founded. These "Free Margin" stu-
dents do very inferior work in college and only 45% of them
graduate, while 70% of our students with our regular points for
admission get their degrees. In my 1919-20 report it was shown
that pretty much the same comparative situation obtained with
regard to the men who were admitted with conditions and with-
out conditions.
Still closely related to all this are some statistics (Table XVI)
which were gathered primarily to throw light on quite another
matter which has often come to my attention during the last
few years. Students who had had no Physics in school and
only two years of French frequently have told me that they
were badly handicapped in our own elementary Physics and
second year French courses. College teachers of Science, how-
ever, here and elsewhere, generally feel that a year of school
Physics or Chemistry is of doubtful value to students who
pursue those subjects in college. Table XVI indicates that
while a year of school Physics or Chemistry does seem to be of
some advantage to first year students of those subjects in col-
lege, the advantage is so slight as almost in itself to justify the
college Science professor in preferring to give his beginners'
courses to men who have had no school instruction whatever in
that science. On the other hand, though additional elements
enter into these, as into all, statistics, a third year of French in
school, and advanced Mathematics, seem to bring a very great
advantage to college Freshmen in their college French and
Mathematics. These statistics, then, do illuminate the matter
for which they were prepared. They do somewhat more, also.
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Like the other statistics previously quoted, they help to show-
that for the student who goes to a college such as Bowrdoin the
best school subjects, beyond all question, are those of the old-
fashioned ''College Course," the backbone and most of the
anatomy of which arc English, Latin, French or German, and
Mathematics, continued year after year. If, then, my premise
is correct—that, whatever else we may wrant, wre certainly want
our Freshmen to stay here and become alumni—our statistics
most unequivocally showr that, school courses and school boys
being what they now are, wre should manifest a very distinct
preference for the admission of A.B. candidates and candidates
with our full number of regular points. Only such candidates,
boys of such quality and background and temperament as to
have subjected themselves for four years to the comparatively
rigorous, consecutive, concentrated "College Course" in school,
can be counted upon to finish their course in this college.
May I conclude this statistical discussion of the value of edu-
cational discipline by carrying it a bit into the realm of opinion,
quoting briefly from an article wmich I recently w^rote for the
New York Herald.
"Few undergraduates are scholars. And by no means all of
them have well trained minds. But how many of them are sent
to college for this purpose? How many of them are urged by
their parents to take hard, disciplinary courses of the old-
fashioned sort, in Latin, Greek, or Mathematics, in which even
many of the most empirical Americans, from Benjamin Frank-
lin to Charles P. Steinmetz, sawT such values? On the contrary,
how many parents—if they speak about curricular matters at
all—exclusively recommend "practical" subjects and either ex-
press or imply contempt for courses which seem to them to
have no direct relationship to success in life ! A few decades
ago these 'practical' courses did not exist. But men like Wilson,
Hughes, Roosevelt, Lodge, Underwood, Calvin Coolidge, Lord
Balfour, Cardinal Mercier, Marshal Foch, seem somehow to
have survived and flourished on the old cultural, disciplinary
fare, and it is still to be seen whether the informational and
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'practical' courses of the present day give students enough to
bite on.
"Luckily few 'practical' courses in any college of liberal arts
are half as practical as most students and many parents hope.
If they should become so, it would be about time for us to shut
up shop. Teaching undergraduates to 'think straight and to
think things through' is no doubt an unattainable ideal, but it
should still be our main intellectual ambition if we are to keep
out of use-less and losing competition with the athletic club,
business college and technical school. If parents are wise,
therefore, they will cease urging 'practical' courses upon their
sons; the sons, in this hurried and 'practical' day, will elect all
such courses quite readily enough of their own accord. If
parents are still wiser, they will forget all about 'practicality'
and recommend courses that merely have the reputation of
making students read and reason,, absorb and react, sweat and
swear, work and pray. Despite all pressure that parents might
exert, most of the sons would still contrive to evade any undue
number of such courses.
"A popular delusion which has grown alarmingly in the last
decade or two, a delusion fostered by human inertia and by
certain educational theorists, is that students not only profit
most by the work they like best and do best, but that they profit
sufficiently and exclusively by that kind of work. A life, how-
ever, that is both successful and serviceable is apparently com-
posed not merely of pleasant work. It seems that many calls
of business and of leisure, of citizenship and of conscience, are
bound to be best answered by men with some iron in their will.
A favorite proposition of mine—for which I seldom find a re-
ceptive ear— is that each year a student take one course in the
subject he most detests. If he does take it, and throws himself
into it heart and soul, it is likely to be the most profitable course
in his schedule. Till a man can and will do an irksome job as
if he liked it he is uneducated. And till parents realize that
intellectual training should be the main intellectual task of the
college, and back the college to the utmost in performing that
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task, intellectual invertebrates will increase on college
campuses."
A number of years ago several universities and colleges
gathered statistics which showed that public high school grad-
uates did better work in college than preparatory school grad-
uates. Table XV gives some interesting information on this
point with reference to the schools of Maine. It will be seen
that the preparatory school graduates at Bowdoin during the
last four years have been slightly superior to the high school
graduates. It is my opinion that this fact does not seriously
controvert the findings of those other colleges. I think there
is no doubt that the teaching and equipment of the private
schools are generally superior to that of the public schools.
The comparatively poor record of the private school men in our
colleges is to be attributed to other factors—too much money,
idleness, bad habits. In Maine, however, there are no prepar-
atory schools which cater to a pampered lot of boys, and the
result, as might be expected, is that our private school grad-
uates in college seem to have obtained the advantages of pri-
vate schools without their commonly attendant disadvantages.
This same table XV also shows what all of us might expect,
that the graduates of the city high schools in Maine do much
better work in college than the graduates of the country high
schools. At the same time it is true that a number of the
smaller high schools have admirable records. The Abraxas
Cup, for instance, has been won by Dexter, Brunswick, and
Skowhegan high schools, as well as by Deering and Portland;
and on the New England Certificate Board's honor list of
schools appear such small high schools as those of Brewer,
Machias, Gardiner, Madison, and Milo.
Let me end this rather discursive report, Mr. President, by
announcing a few disconnected records, desirable and other-
wise, drawn from the appended statistical Tables.
We have had a record enrollment, and a record shrinkage,
a record number of out-of-state men, of B.S. men, of men
dropped for scholastic deficiency. The Friars' Cup was never
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before won on so low an average of scholarship, nor was the
scholastic average of the college ever so low, statistically.
("Statistically," I say, for these last two records, I believe, were
established quite as much by Faculty speed as by undergraduate
slowness.) We have had more men than ever taking Govern-
ment, Mathematics and Psychology courses, Economics Majors




Students enrolled Dec. i, 1922 . . . •. 506
Students enrolled April 1, 1923 453
Students withdrawn and removed since Dec. 1, 1922 56
Students who have completed the work for the degree 5
Students readmitted and entered " 8
Dec. 1, 1922 April 1, 1923
Students in Senior Class . . . . 94 81
Students in Junior Class 99 92
Students in Sophomore Class 131 125
Students in Freshman Class 174 147
Special Students 8 8
506 453




Class No. % No. % No. % Total
1923 52 55-32 42 44.68 o 94
1924 55 55-55 43 43-43 ° 1.01 99
1925 58 44-27 7i 54-20 2 1.53 131
1926 ' 6^ 36.21 in 63.79 o 174
1924 55 55-55 43 43-43 1 1.01 99
Special. . 8
qo6
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III. GRADUATION HONORS OF A.B. AND B.S. STUDENTS
1915-1922
Summa cum Magna cum Cum




1915 62 8 70 I I II 3 13 3
1916 62 16 78 I I I 15 17 1
1917 61 16 77 6 4 12 3 22 3
1918 35 5 40 3 I 7 10 1
1919 54 14 68 1 1 11 3 13 3
1920 82 25 107 1 1 11 3 13 3
1921 66 23 89 2 2 6 9 2 17 4













469 138 607 21
IV. STAYING POWERS OF A.B. AND B. S. STUDENTS
1912-1922
Number who began work for A.B 909
Number who received degree 716
Number who dropped out 193
Percentage of A.B. students who received degree 7&-77
Percentage of A.B. students who failed to take degree . . 21.23
Number who began work for B.S 312
Number who received degree 141
Number who dropped out 171
Percentage of B.S. students who received degree 45. 19
Percentage of B.S. students who failed to take degree . . 54.81































Percentage of students from Maine—61.86.
Percentage of students from outside Maine—38.14.
Percentage of students from outside Maine in 1904-1905— 12.9.




















VII. ENROLLMENT IN COURSES
1922-1923
Course First Semester Second Semester
Art 3, 4 31 35
Art 7, 8 21 25
Astronomy 1 . 6
Bacteriology 1,2 7 5
Botany 1 21
Chemistry 1, 2 68 6j
Chemistry 3, 4 24 18
Chemistry 5, 6 5 9
Chemistry y, 8 12 8
Chemistry 9/10 3 2
Economics 1, 2 97 92
Economics 3, 4b 54 75
Economics 5, 6 56 72
English 1, 2 166 150
English 3, 4 43 155
English 5, 6 6 28
English y,8 « 6 6
English 10 33
English 13, 14 71 57
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English 15, 16 26 19
French 1, 2 22- 19
French 3, 4 145 125
French 5, 6 30 22
French 7,8 14 16
Geology 1, 2 21 17
German 1, 2 75 71
German 3, 4 25 25
German 5, 6 12 14
German 7,8 9 8
Government i, 2 135 119
Government 5, 6 51 10
Government 7,8 50 33
Government 9, 10 39 33
Greek A, B 26 19





History 7, 8 81 8^
History n, 12 31 31
Hygiene 169
Italian 3, 4 3 4
Latin A, B 10 6
Latin 1, 2 38 37
Latin 3, 4a 3 6
Latin 5, 6 4 4
Literature 1, 2 •. 26 42
Mathematics 1, 2 143 108
Mathematics 3, 4 25 23
Mathematics 5, 6 5 5
Mathematics 7,8 1 3
Mathematics n, 12 4 10
Mechanical Drawing 7 7
Mineralogy 21
Music 1, 2 41 36
Music 3, 4 17 14
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Music 5 . . . 3
Philosophy I, 2 41
Philosophy 3, 4 7
Physics I, 2 64
Physics 3, 4 8
Physics 7 5
Psychology 1, 2 91
Psychology 3, 4 15
Psychology 5, 6 4
Spanish 1, 2 J2
Spanish 3, 4 11
Surveying 1, 2 4
Zoology I, 2 17
Zoology 3, 4 12
Zoology 7, 8 1






















































IX. FRIARS' CUP 1911-1923
High General
Date Winner Average Average
Feb., 191 1 Delta Upsilon 11.9683 10.0209
June, 1911 Delta Upsilon 15.3050 12.2834
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Feb., 1912 Delta Upsilon .- 12.1700 10.0515
June, 1912 Delta Upsilon 15.7500 13.1750
Feb., 1913 Delta Upsilon 12.7750 10.4801
June, 1913 Delta Upsilon 15.9700 13.6332
Feb., 1914 Delta Upsilon 11.6150 9.7038
June, 1914 Delta Upsilon 13.6700 12.4385
Feb., 1915 Bowdoin Club n.3513 9.9176
June, 1915 -Bowdoin Club 14.1350 12.8082
Feb., 1916 Beta Chi (Now Sigma Nu) 12.1360 10.3430
June, 1916 Alpha Delta Phi 14.9400 12.9990
Feb., 1917 Phi Theta Upsilon (Now Chi Psi) .. 12.6890 10.6470
June, 1917 Phi Theta Upsilon (Now Chi Psi) .. 15.9190 12.4940
Feb., 1918 Phi Theta Upsilon (Now Chi Psi) .. 13.1000 11. 1353
June, 1918 Phi Theta Upsilon (Now Chi Psi) .. 17.0830 14.2610
Mar., 1918 Chi Psi 11.7000 10.1637
June, 19 1 9 Not available
Feb., 1920 Zeta Psi 10.1818 9.2534
June, 1920 Theta Delta Chi 12.6000 1 1.5920
Feb., 1921 Zeta Psi 13.6666 12.9549
June, 1921 Phi Delta Psi 13.6666 12.9549
Feb., 1922 Phi Delta Psi 10.3673 8.1516
June, 1922 Phi Delta Psi 1 1.2800 9.0321
Feb., 1923 Chi Psi 9.2179 7.9641
This cup has been awarded 24 times, 8 times to Delta Upsilon,
4 times to Phi Theta Upsilon, which is now Chi Psi, 3 times to
Phi Delta Psi, the local fraternity, twice to Zeta Psi, twice to
the Bowdoin Club which no longer exists, twice to Chi Psi, and
once each to Alpha Delta Phi, Theta Delta Chi, and Beta Chi
which is now Sigma Nu. The non-fraternity group had the
highest average for six semesters but since the cup is awarded
to a fraternity or club, the fact does not appear.
The general average is the average of the whole college at
the time of each award.
The average of the general average, or the average of
scholarship since 1911 is 11. 1858.
The average of the winners' averages is 13.0522.
These averages are obtained on the basis of A equalling 4;
B, 3 ; C, 2 ; D, 1 ; and E, —2.
The best record, 17.083, was made by Phi Theta Upsilon in
June 1918.
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X. THE ABRAXAS CUP
The Abraxas Cup, awarded annually to the preparatory
school, sending- three or more men to Bowdoin, whose graduates
attain the highest scholarship during the first semester of their
freshman year, was won by Deering High School.
Number Total Average
School of Men Grades Grade
Deering High School 5 63 12.6000
Phillips Exeter 3 33 11.0000
Portland High School 10 97.5 9-750°
Brunswick High School 5 45 9.0000
Thayer Academy 3 25 8.3333




Portland H. S. .




Jordan H. S. ...
Brunswick H. S.
Portland H. S. .
Deering H. S. .
General average—8.4506.
Winning average—13.3048.
Portland is the only competitor
winning the cup more than once.
The averages are obtained on the


































which has succeeded in
basis of, A equalling 4;
XII, MAJORS AND MINORS
The following shows the choice of majors and minors by the
Senior class since 1916.
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MAJORS
Department 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923
Biology 4 10 6 10 14 10 8 10
Chemistry 12 18 8 11 20 13 8 8
Economics 11 14 4 16 23 23 37 39
English 8 6 5 6 7 8 3 4
French ". 6 3 2 2 5 7 12 7
German 13. . 13 14 12 5 1 7 2
History and
Government 12 10 6 19 11 9 9
Latin 3 6 5 1 6 3 2 3
Mathematics 2 4 5 2 5 6 3 3
Philosophy and
Psychology 2 3 2 2 2 2
Physics 2 8 3 1 3 1 1
7S 94 52 69 107 87 93 88
MINORS
Department 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923
Art 1 2
Biology 7 7 5 3 11 12 7 6
Chemistry 12 15 4 9 15 21 31 20
Economics 32 23 26 25 33 22 25 23
English 2J 20 9 18 36 28 27 20
French 10 4 12 7 13 5 11 16
German 32 37 43 30 42 13 13 18
Greek 3 5 2 4 3 2 1 1
History and
Government 17 21 32 25 28 36 43 41
Italian 2 1
Latin 6 12 7 6 9 6 3 2
Mathematics 3 13 6 5 9 10 15 4
Music 1 1 4 4 4 2
Philosophy and
Psychology 2 8 10 5 4 7 4 7
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Physics 7 3 7 6 8 4 1
Spanish 2 II 17 12
158 168 164 144 217 181 204 176
XIII. FREE MARGIN CREDITS





Biology 1 2^4 2 7^ 2
Botany 1%. 1^4 1^
Bookeepmg 2^/2 1J/2
Business Law %
Civics 2j4 1/4 1 2
Commercial Subjects. 2^/2 y2 2 2^4
Drawing, Free Hand. y2
Drawing, Mechanical 2^4 ij4 x IM T /4
Economics 1 ^2








Mediaeval 1 ]/A 2>£ Sy2
History, Ancient .... 1
History, Industrial . . J/>
History Topics ..... ^4 JA
Hygiene l/2
Latin 3




.3^4 l/2 1 4^
Physiology 3^
Political Science .... Y/2
Public Speaking .... %
Spanish 1 9^ 5^4
Trigonometry ]/2
Total 2J 2l l/2 22 l/2 $1% 16
XIV. RECORD OF STUDENTS SINCE 1915 WITH
FREE MARGIN CREDITS
Number of students with Free Margin Credits 56
Percent of students with Free Margin Credits who
received degree 44.64
Percent of students without Free Margin Credits who
received degree 70.19
Percent of graduates with Free Margin Credits who
received honors 12
Percent of graduates without Free Margin Credits who
received honors 18.58
Scholarship average of students with Free Margin
Credits 9.9964
Scholarship Average of College since 191 5 11.2472
These averages are obtained on the basis of A equaling 4;
B, 3 ; C, 2 ; D, 1 ; and E, —2.
XV. ACADEMIES AND HIGH SCHOOLS IN MAINE
Comparative records during last four years of students from
Academies and High Schools in Maine; of students from City
High Schools and Country High Schools in Maine.
Average Scholarship
Students from: 1918-19 1919-20 1920-21 1921-22
Academies 11.7857 10.7222 11.2381 10.0014
High Schools 9.1765 9.6346 11.9629 11.2115
Academies' average of averages for four years—10.9368.
High Schools' average of averages for four years—10.4964.
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Students from: 1918-19 1919-20 1920-21 1921-22
City High Schools 8.8824 10.8217 13.5833 11.7273
Country High Schools .... 9.3529 8.6891 10.6666 10.8333
Average of College 10.1637 9.2534 12.5949 8.1516
City H. S.s' average of averages for four years—11.2537.
Country H. S.s' average of averages for four years
—
9.8855.
These averages are obtained on the basis of A equaling 4;
B, 3 ; C, 2 ; D, 1 ; and E, —2.
XVI. COLLEGE VALUE OF PREPARATORY SCHOOL
PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, ADVANCED MATHEMATICS,
AND THIRD YEAR FRENCH
Records of students in the following subjects since 1918 who
have had previous training in those subjects in preparatory
schools.
Subject No. Men Total Points Average
Physics 1, 2 100 216 2.16
Chemistry 1, 2 162 364 2.25
Third Year French 61 138 2.26
Records of students in the same subjects since 1918 who have
not had previous training in those subjects in preparatory
schools.
Subject No. Men Total Points Average
Physics I, 2 74 144 1.95
Chemistry 1, 2 126 248 1.97
Third Year French 42 63 1.50
Records of students in Mathematics 1, 2 since 1918 who have
had previous training in the following subjects in preparatory
schools.
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Subject No. Men Total Points Average
Trigonometry 6 15.5 2.58
Solid Geometry 72 89.5 1.24
Advanced Algebra 11 15.5 1.41
Trigonometry and Solid
Geometry • 14 37.0 2.64
Trigonometry and Advanced
Algebra 1 2.0 2.00
Solid Geometry and
Advanced Algebra 14 31.5 2.25
Trigonometry, Solid Geometry,
and Advanced Algebra 4 10.5 2.63
Records of students in Mathematics I and II since 1918 who
have had no previous training in the above subjects in prepara-
tory school.
Number of Students Total Points Average
162 55.5 .34
The averages are obtained on the basis of A equaling 4;
B, 3 : C, 2 ; D, 1 ; and E, —2.
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XVII. (Continued). AVERAGE BY POINTS FOR THE
PERIOD 1911-1922
nber of Number of Total
ditions Students Points Average
V2 86 752 8.7442
I 109 923 8.4679
1/2 59 391-25 6.6310
2 70 554-5 7.9214
2/2 33 179-57 54394
3 27 201.25 74537
3/2 13 58 44615
4 10 69 6.9000
4/ 3 23 y.666y
The average of the whole college for this period is 11. 1858.
As my 1919-20 report showed, only 49% of our conditioned men
graduated, in the years 1915-1919, as against 66% of men with-
out conditions. Only 4% of the conditioned men graduated
with honors, 20% of the men without conditions.
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XVIII. ELECTION OF SUBJECTS FROM 1912-1923
corrmvo't-xOOONG -< m csM H4 M K, hH H-, HH M M <M (NJ
I
M
On On On On On On On s On On On
Subject ^^^t^^-^^S^
Art 52 52 27 58 57 33 14 35 41 51
Astronomy 7 6 12 16 4 8 12 6
Bacteriology 56
Biology 41 68 66 86 100 68 84 102 105 57 48
Botany 22 21 34 43 35 15 31 25 29 47 40
Chemistry 115 122 117 102 114 138.157 182 140 145 108
Economics 107 117 167 181 132 136 180 256 265 255 223
Education 9 16 3 36
* English 165 140 133 101 115 89 68 93 75 81 148
French 86 87 79 79 90 72 63 149 159 207 197
Geology 7 5 16 11 22 45 9 15 19
German 176 186 231 236 234 168 32 74 97 88 120
Government 27 38 45 21 128 113 177 143 181 227 235
Greek 44 39 33 45 42 24 25 27 24 55 47
History 121 137 165 192 151 48 64 117 105 81 113
Italian 5 9 1 13 4 7 3 10 4
Latin 83 80 93 92 88 71 30 59 42 50 54
Comparative Literature 74 67 48 34
Mathematics 71 87 to8 103 116 96 118 127 113 158 164
Mechanical Drawing ... 7
Mineralogy 21
Music 42 5i 4i 40 18 41 59 43 50 56
Philosophy and
Psychology 96 83 83 109 120 53 45 48 102 72 147
Physics 33 55 84 65 62 51 40 90 50 67 74
Russian 4 1
Spanish 30 23 42 81 81 68 65 75
Surveying 5 6 10 5 6 8 11 5
* English 1, 2, 4, and Hygiene omitted since they are required courses.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul Nixon, Dean.
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF
BOWDOIN COLLEGE
To the Visiting Committee of Bowdoin College
:
In accordance with the laws of the College I present herewith
my 8th annual report on the condition and progress of the
College Library for the year ending 31 March, 1923, the same
being the 23rd-24.tr! year of my connection with the Library.
SIZE AND GROWTH
The number of volumes in the Library, including over 5,000
volumes of medical works, is estimated to be 128,700. The
accessions for the past twelve months were 2,210 volumes;
of which number 1,190 were purchased,
—
925 at an average
cost of $2.53, and 265 by subscription to periodicals that were
bound; and, 1,020 came by gift,—133 from the State and
National governments by provision of law, and 887 from
various persons and institutions. As heretofore, the Appendix
to this report gives an itemized statement of the growth of the
collection during the year and its contents by the various classes
in which it is arranged.
PURCHASES
The amount expended for books during the past year exceed-
ed that of the year before by some three hundred dollars, and it
was only on account of the slow delivery of foreign consign-
ments that this sum was not increased by several hundred dol-
lars. The books have now arrived and they will be noted in
next year's report. The amount expended for the purchase of
books has steadily increased during the past few years and it
must be expected to continue to increase for years to come. It
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is not simply keeping up with the desirable new books that
takes our attention but it is more largely the securing of schol-
arly works that may have been issued many years ago.
Considerable purchases have been made in Napoleonic his-
tory, English political biography, and the field of the Romance
languages, and a new source of Huguenot material has been
found that has enabled us to spend all the income of the George
S. Bowdoin Book Fund. The possession of this fund has, in the
last twenty-five years, enabled the Library to secure one of the
best Huguenot collections in this country if not in the world.
Among the purchases of the year are, a set of the Histoire
litteraire de la France; the Dictionnaire de Fancienne langue
franchise, by Godefroy; and the Goethe-jahrbuch, for the forty-
one years of its publication.
GIFTS
Those constant friends of the Library, William L. Black, of
the Class of 1888, James E. Rhodes, 2nd., of the Class of 1897,
and Hugh Pendexter, have again shown their interest by send-
ing checks for the purchase of books.
Mrs. Franklin Ripley Barrett, whose husband, some years
ago, made such a valuable addition to the Early French section
of the Library, learning that she still had many of his books
that would be of immediate use to the College, very generously
allowed her shelves to be searched for such volumes.
The second volume of the Liber Scriptorum has been pre-
sented by Rev. Alfred Williams Anthony, D.D. ; further vol-
umes of the North American Indian have been received from
Frank A. Munsey, Litt.D. ; the first century of the Gentleman's
Magazine was given by the United States Naval Academy ; and
various other volumes have been received from numerous
donors.
Another unusually attractive and appropriate book-plate has
been added to the series now in use. It is to mark the books
purchased from the income of the Thomas Hubbard Book Fund,
and bears the portrait of Thomas Hubbard, the dates of his
birth and death, the name of the fund and the name of the
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Library. Tt was made by the American Bank Note Company
under the personal supervision of the President of that Com-
pany and Mr. John Hubbard.
CIRCULATION
The number of books charged to borrowers for use outside
the library building during the past year was 6,613. This is
about one hundred more than for the previous year. The
largest number of loans for outside use in a single month was
818, in March; the smallest, 135, in June. The use of the
library for reference purposes has continued to be very satis-
factory.
CATALOGUE
There have been inserted in the catalogue this year 5,254
standard size cards. Of these, 4,239 were for new accessions;
and 1,015 replaced old cards. Of the cards for new accessions
3,136 were printed cards bought of the Library of Congress,
and 1,103 were typewritten. Of the 1,015 cards which replaced
old cards 860 were printed cards bought of the Library of
Congress, and 155 were typewritten.
ADMINISTRATION
In June, Miss Affie M. Cook, who had been a faithful and effi-
cient member of the staff for nearly ten years, left to accept a
position in the office of the President of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College. In July, Miss Edith E. Lyon, a graduate
of the Brunswick High School of last year, and in October,
Miss Katharine L. Willis, a graduate of Simmons College, were
added to the staff. Since moving into Hubbard Hall, in 1903, it
had never been possible to find time to read the shelves in the
stack, or, in other words, to take account of stock. With the
addition of an extra person to the staff it has been possible, not
only to quicken the general efficiency of the library service, but
to read half the shelves in the stack.
The need of additional shelving in the stack is again recorded.
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The erection of the fifth and sixth floors of the stack, at a cost
of $15,000, would provide for the growth of the collections for
fifteen years. It is encouraging to feel that the power to enrich
and enlarge the Library is increasing, but it is discouraging to
try to find room for 300 feet of new books each year in a stack
that is already full,—that is, full from the standpoint of efficient
administration.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
The following table presents a classified statement of the
sources of the income and the nature of the expenditures of the
library, arranged substantially along the lines recommended by
the American Library Association.
RECEIPTS
1920-21 1921-22 1922-23
Appropriations, salaries $4,300 00 $4,675 00 $5,000 00
Books, etc 2,000 00 3,000 00 3,000 00
Reading room 500 00 500 00 500 00
Endowment funds, consolidated 1,981 63 1,865 21 i>953 21
Appleton fund 458 94 360 96 680 00
Class of 1875 fund 49 98 67 50 101 25
Drummond fund 135 00 105 00 21
1
80
Hubbard fund 2,508 57 3,567 36 4,703 13
Thomas Hubbard fund 100 00 99 03
Lynde fund 46 42 103 76 70 00
W. A. Packard fund 220 00 220 00 220 00
Gifts, etc 200 00 260 00 163 33
$12,400 54 $14,824 79 $16,701 75
EXPENDITURES
Books $2,093 45 $2,314 76 $2,619 47
Periodicals and serials 940 30 1,076 27 991 49
Binding
. 9*5.59 599 66 499 33
Express, freight and postage .. 131 83 80 41 98 89
Library supplies 380 25 220 48 301 67
Salaries, library service 6,190 71 6,618 21 6,890 50
janitor service 1,042 00 910 75 945 98
Furniture 354 40 115 00 10 75
Repairs 263 32 2,284 85 1,569 31
Supplies for building 55 44 95 10 32 35
Telephone 33 25 37 05 38 87
$12,400 54 $14,352 54 $13,998 61
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ENDOWMENT FUNDS
I add a table of the Endowment Funds of the library in order
that the preceding table may be more intelligible and that the
various funds and their donors may be recorded.
Name of Fun.d Established by 1922 1923
John Appleton Fred'k H. Appleton $10,000 00 $10,135 00
Class of 1875 Class of 1875 1,500 00 1,500 00
Samuel H. Ayer Athenian Society 1,000 00 1,000 00
Bond Elias Bond 7,082 00 7,082 00
Bowdoin George S. Bowdoin 1,020 00 1,020 00
Philip H. Brown John C. Brown 2,000 00 2,000 00
Class of 1877 Class of 1877 1,013 34 1,013 34
Class of 1882 Class of 1882 2,300 54 2,300 54
Class of 1890 Class of 1890 1,000 00 1,000 00
Class of 1 90
1
Class of 1901 7i3 34 713 34
Cutler John L. Cutler 1,000 00 1,000 00
Fiske John Orr Fiske 1,000 00 1,000 00
General Fund Several persons 1,105 10 1,364 28
Hakluyt Robert Waterston 1,100 00 1,100 00
Alpheus S. Packard Sale of publications 500 00 500 00
Patten John Patten 500 00 500 00
Sherman Mrs. John C. Dodge 1,176 81 1,176 81
Sibley Jonathan L. Sibley 6,958 37 6,958 37
Walker Joseph Walker 5,248 00 5,248 00
Wood Robert W. Wood
Consolidated
1,000 00 1,00.0 00
$35,7i7 50 $35,976 68
James Drummond Mrs. Drummond and
daughter 3,000 00 3,045 00
Hubbard Thomas H. Hubbard 75,977 35 77,469 53
Thomas Hubbard His sisters and brother 2,487 96 2,487 96
Frank J. Lynde George S. Lynde i,35i 74 i,35i 74
W. A. Packard William A. Packard 5,000 00 5,000 00
$135,033 55 $136,965 9i
Respectfully submitted,
Gerald G. Wilder, Librarian.
Hubbard Hall, 30 April, 1923.
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APPENDIX
The Library, as Classified, showing Accessions for the Period
























Special metaphysical topics 120











Practical and devotional 240
Homiletical, pastoral, parochial ...250
Church, institutions, work 260
Religious history 270
Christian churches, sects 280
13 4 17 1,212
4 5 9 661
1 3 4 875
43
7i 154 225 6,856
2 2 199
25 1 26 1,270
368
1 1 67
4 2 6 302
45
54
10 2 12 327
1 1 3i
n 1 12 45i
2 2 90
3 4 7 843
1 1 78
2 2 619
n 4 15 1,813
1 1 3M
6 2 8 1,842
7 1 8 971
3 2 S 424
3 3 872
10 1 n. 900
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I 3 4 328
29 1 30 973
2 17 19 755
38 25 63 3,646
44 30 74 3,641
26 22 48 2,993
13 22 35 2,672
8 8 16 1,010
21 27 48 3,765
3 26 29 1,674
2 2 220
13 1 14 453
90
9 5 14 395







10 8 18 2,475
12 12 1,161
1 9 10 1,220
2 2 4 655
11 7 18 1,098
6 9 IS i,399
3 3 70
15 1 16 697
1 10 11 699
1 2 3 1,562
6 5 11 747
IS 12 27 5,275
2 3 5 77i
5 15 20 1,079
42
11 1 12 269






Landscape gardening . . 710
Architecture 720
Sculpture 730

















Geography and description 910
Biography 920
Ancient history 930
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11 5 16 1,226
67 20 87 5,052
103 30 133 5,697
59 158 217 2,691
54 29 83 3,218
5 11 16 995
18 18 270
10 4 14 i,9i9
7 1 8 i,554
2 3 5 312
14 4 18 1,226
42 14 56 5,466
52 53 105 2,339
6 1 7 675
103 3i 134 4478
4 5 9 205
1 1 103
5i 80 131 2,771
2 2 ^7
92
2 9 11 i,349
16 55 7i 4,289
12 12 5J65
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
To the President of Boivdoin College
:
The Director of the Museum of Fine Arts has the honor to
submit the following report for the year ending April 30, 1923.
ACQUISITIONS
The following acquisitions have been made to the Art Collec-
tions :
An oil portrait of Edward Payson, D.D., Overseer and
Trustee, 1820-27, copied by W. W. Gilchrist, Jr., from the orig-
inal by H. C. Pratt, 1827; bequeathed to Bowdoin College by
William Martin Payson of the class of 1874; received from
Herbert Payson, Executor, June 9, 1922.
A lacquered statue of Buddha, procured m Japan, lent to the
Museum in 1896 by the Honorable Harold M. Sewall, of Bath,
and presented by him to the Museum June 24, 1922.
A collection of old coins from the estate of William Martin
Payson, presented by Herbert Payson, Executor, part in June,
part in September, 1922.
A cast of the bust of the Apollo Belvedere, given by Miss
Grace Chandler, July 28, 1922.
Two fans, from the estate of Miss Harriet M. Hobson, given
by Mrs. Owen Smith and Mrs. William Senter, of Portland,
November 13, 1922.
A collection of fifty-seven examples of graphic art—etchings,
mezzotints, charcoal drawings, aquatints, a dry point, a mono-
type, and a wood engraving,
—
presented by Mr. C. A. Coffin, of
New York comprising the following works.
Van Dyck, Portrait of De Wael ; Ostade, Dance in the Inn,
and Le Fumeur Riant; Claude Lorrain, Dance by the Water-
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side; Turner, Woman with Tambourine (partly mezzotint);
Dawe, after Turner, Bonneville, Savoy ; Laguillermie, after Van
Dyck, Children of Charles I ; Koepping, after Rembrandt, Por-
trait of an Old Man; Piranesi, Exterior of the Colosseum, In-
terior of the Colosseum, and The Tomb of Cecilia Metella; Mil-
let, Man with Wheelbarrow, and Le Depart pour le Travail;
Corot, Souvenir dTtalie; Appian, A Pond; Manet, The Guitar
Player; Lalanne, The Canal; Braequemond, Flock of Teal; Jac-
quemart, Crystal Vase; Haig, Cloisters of St. Jerome, Belem,
and Windsor; Pissaro, Sous Bois l'Hermitage (aquatint) ;
Gravesande, Fishing Boats, and Dordrecht ; Haden, Harlech, the
Village Ford, Windsor, and Portrait of F. Seymour Haden;
Zorn, Kesti, Mona, and The Old Soldier; Lepere, L'Ete de la St.
Martin, Sur la Seine la Nuit, and Rouen Cathedral (wood en-
graving) ; Brangwyn, The Apse -of St. Walburg; Short, A Span
of Old Battersea Bridge (aquatint), and Lucerne, Moonlight
(mezzotint); Muirhead Bone, Old and New Gaiety Theatre;
Whistler, Little Arthur and Black Lion Wharf; RaffaelH, The
Dog Seller, (etching printed in color) ; Higgins, Inhabitants of
the Archway, and Ever Shifting (monotype) ; Dean, after Rey-
nolds, Mercury (mezzotint) ; Pennell, St. Paul's, London, and
New York Stock Exchange; Daubigny, Le Vendange; McBey,
The Somme Front (drypoint) ; Benson, Nascaupee Indian;
Kerr Eby, Dawn: the Seventy-fives follow Up, and Constant;
Childe Hassam, Toby's, Coscob, and The Home of John How-
ard Payne; F. Hopkinson Smith, The Thames between South-
wark and London Bridge, and Dickens' Grave, Westminster
Abbey (charcoal drawings) ; Cameron, The Veteran, and the
Casa d'Oro.
This collection, which was received in part April 23, in part
April 30, Mr. Coffin dedicates to the Bowdoin undergraduates;
he writes that he has confined it very largely to works by
modern etchers whose names may appeal especially to the Bow-
dom student of today. Mr. Coffin is, further, preparing a cata-




An oil portrait of Mr. Philip W. Meserve, and an oil portrait
of Mr. Jere Abbott, both by W. W. Gilchrist, Jr., lent by Messrs.
Meserve and Abbott, from June 5th and June 8th respectively,
to July 16, 1922, for exhibition in the Walker Art Building.
WITHDRAWALS
The following articles, lent by the Misses Martin in May,
1919, were withdrawn August 2, 1923
:
One brass teakettle ; one brass dish, with copper bottom ; two
brass flatirons; all Russian.
Six water colors by Winslow Homer, lent by Mrs. Charles
Homer to the Museum in September, 192 1, were returned to
Mrs. Homer at Prout's Neck, July 21, 1922.
The following articles from the White Collection were with-
drawn by Mrs. White, September 26, 1922
:
Bronzes : The Wrestlers, Horse, Japanese Pitcher, Head of
Dante, Grecian Figurines, Last Days of Napoleon, Bust of
Diana, Flying Mercury; and one green marble pedestal.
The remainder of the White Collection, with the exception of
a large portfolio of unframed pictures left for storage, was re-
turned to Mrs. White in October, 1922.
EXHIBITIONS
Through the courtesy of Mr. Bertrand H. Wentworth, of
Gardiner, a number of photographs taken by Mr. Wentworth
were exhibited in the Bowdoin Gallery, in May 1922, and this
exhibition attracted many visitors.
At the request of the Copley Society of Boston, the Museum
loaned to the Exhibition of Sargent and Homer and Macknight
water colors held under the auspices of the Copley Society, in
Paris, May 14-June 15, 1923, the Winslow Homer water color,
"The End of the Hunt. ,,
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THE COLLECTION OF LANTERN SLIDES
The collection of lantern slides, which in the past three
years has been augmented until it totals nearly 3600, is non-
classified, marked with shelf marks, and arranged under the
headings "Antiquity," "Medieval and Modern Architecture,"
and "Renaissance and Modern Painting and Sculpture." The
work of preparing the illustrated card catalogue of the collec-
tion is now in process.
The slides cover in, it is believed, an effectively representative
way, the fields of art studied in the courses in art. Further, the
collection contains some especially interesting and unusual slides
which were obtained through the considerate co-operation of
the Director of the Fogg Art Museum and Professor G. H.
Chase, and of the Chairman and Mr. C. H. Walker, of the
School of Architecture, Harvard University.
ATTENDANCE
.
The number of visitors to the Walker Art Building during
the last calendar year was 8514.
Very respectfully submitted,
Henry E. Andrews, Director.



